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Abstract: Getting more understanding about users’ queries in images/figures retrieval on the platform of NTLTD in Taiwan
will be helpful for setting a access point when request those images/figures as references. Especially, to develop an automatic
detection model for examining if any inappropriate retrieval or cite of image would be establishing the recognitions of
copyright statement. In order to achieve the goal of detecting the reused figure from the uploaded publication via NTLTD in
Taiwan, the checking and inspecting mechanism is necessary. In this paper, we followed the steps mentioned above to
develop the mechanism. Anaconda provides a sturdy develop environment with virtual environment manager and opensource data packages. We utilize Anaconda to build up a virtual environment for Tensorflow, an open-source software library
for dataflow programming. Through the feature comparison between targeted figure and the labeled figure, the similarity
could be easily computed. In this paper we followed the steps mentioned above to develop the mechanism.
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Extended Abstract
1.

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to years of Internet advancement, searching for the images through any web
browser is not a difficulty anymore. It makes the published image more accessible and more
convenient for the free rider. Image abusing is usually be neglected by student and readily causes
crucially jural issue. At some points, it attributes to that there is no appropriate image search system
on existing Taiwan’s thesis digital library. Author has no general conception to cite or refer the
image/figure from the other papers, so that causes recognition gap between the authors.
According to the latest news from National Central Library in Taiwan (NCL, Taiwan), it
becomes official member of NDLTD on Oct. 25, 2010. Up today, NCL is not the only member in
the national, but also the only NDLTD member in Asia Pacific (includes Taiwan, Japan, China,

Korea, Singapore, etc.). Moreover, the National Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations in
Taiwan would base on the research and supporting platform to offer the global research resource
to all the researcher in Taiwan. This platform not only can shorter the barrier between city and
country, but also can promote and exposure our academic research and influence [1]. From the
record shown by NCL, Taiwan, it is obviously found the growing number of most cited and
downloaded by the top five institutions is increase gradually in the past half year. (See Figure 1
and Figure 2) [2]When users download the full text of articles from the NDLTD in Taiwan and
cited it for their publication references, whether the imagines would be referring for their citation?
Or if users knew they have to make footnotes if they do cite those imagines for referencing. There
are some limitations to get the evidence to show how many imagine has ever downloaded or cited
from the platform even if any reused figure from the uploaded publication.

Figure 1. The most cited institution during the period 2014 - 2016

Figure 2. The most downloaded by institution

Several previous studies have found there are more and more research on image-seeking
behavior and visual information seeking behavior, for instance, Armitage and Enser [3]studied user

need in image archives around seven library; Frost [4] studies how users browse the online image
database and observe their search patterns; Cunningham et. al[5]studies how user describe their
image information needs when they looking for visual arts works; Yoon studies for what features
of image retrieval system do users prefer as well as what kind of characteristics of users’ image
need for their tasks and goals [6]; Matusiak[7] studies what kind of research methods have been
employed in studying information behavior of image users in the field of library and information
science.
There are also picture researches create three primary attributes to perform the task for
accessing images or visual information: collection knowledge, domain knowledge and would
knowledge [8]. Recently, Acuna et al [9] point out there are some of scientific misconduct has been
found that there are inappropriate reuse of figure or imagine on their science reports. In Acuna et
al’s [10]study show how they detect images by applying a copy-move detection algorithmic and a
classification of possibility alike work as well as analyze potential illegal reuse of figures in the
field of biological science literatures. Resnik [11] points out that the importance of ethical norms
in each field of studies; for instance; to promote the purposes of research then avoid error and
against falsifying. Those ethical norms can not only promote the values of fairness but also help
researchers to have the great credit and contribution. The last but not the least is ethical norms
construct public funding and promote the social responsibility.
When user cite the article from the platform of NDLTD in Taiwan, how well they
conceptualize and how much they have acknowledgement related to copyright issue of using and
citing images from others’ works. As a result, in this paper we would design a prototype related to
how to examine the inappropriate reuse imagine/figure on NDLTD in Taiwan.

2.

METHODOLOGY

In order to strengthen the digital library of thesis and dissertation of National Center Library,
we survey the foreign online systems and find several possibility. Image searching for digital
library and detection of reused figure for thesis submit system are what NTLTD lacks. In this paper,
these two issues are considered, and different approaches are proposed respectively.

2.1. Image Searching
Searching for image that inquired by text is widely used for search engines such as Google,
Bing, Yahoo...etc. However, it is not common on thesis searching system. And, people usually has
no basic concept of how to search an image through the digital library. Thus, getting deeper
understanding of user behavior is our preliminary step. Questionnaires is usually a best way to
study this issue. According to Goker, Ayse, and John Davies studied [12], they conducted seven
classes of image use for studying users’ image searching behavior. There are illustration,
information processing, information dissemination, learning, generation of ideas, aesthetic value,
and emotive/persuasive purposes. Each uses has its own function, such as illustration is used to
convey some meaning, as primary important message, gaining knowledge, providing an inspiration,
adding something more attractive, and being stimulate someone’s imagination [13](Westman,
2009).

2.2

Detection of Reused Figure

In order to achieve the goal of detecting the reused figure from the uploaded publication
via NTLTD in Taiwan, the checking and inspecting mechanism is necessary. General steps of
image analysis include pre-processing, feature extraction, clustering or classification. Preprocessing aims to suppress the unwanted distortion and noise that could affect the accuracy.
Techniques of machine learning are always popular in the area of computer vision, and
especially, deep neural network (DNN) is widely utilized for feature extraction from the image.
For example, based on the DNN framework, Sun et al. [14](2014) proposed a novel image
representation by using convolutional neural network (CNN) in the purpose of image retrieval and
matching; Zhao et al. [15](2016) proposed the descriptor for image matching. Features are the
representation of the image as well as the indicator. Through the feature comparison between
targeted figure and the labeled figure, the similarity could be easily computed.
In this paper, we followed the steps mentioned above to develop the mechanism. Anaconda
provides a sturdy develop environment with virtual environment manager and open-source data
packages. We utilize Anaconda to build up a virtual environment for Tensorflow, an open-source
software library for dataflow programming. This is also a popular library for deep learning
algorithm. Further, OpenCV is exploited for image processing. OpenCV is a basic library for the
state-of-art algorithm in the field of computer vision. Therefore, we develop a simple program for
reused figure on thesis uploading system based on the help of these tools mentioned.

3.

FINDING

Our aim of this paper is to develop the mechanism which help NTLTD in Taiwan to apply
the function of imagine detection. The primary focus of our study is to analyze what the general
or specific themes or domains requested by users. In their imagine retrieval task, how they
conduct their workflow even how much if they knew about the importance of citing images is
the same requirement with citing text. To develop an automatic detection model for examining if
any inappropriate retrieval or cite of image would be establishing the recognitions of copyright
statement.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose both qualitative research and quantitative research on the
academic ethic and copyright of the reused figure. Several works are surveyed to obtain hints about
what to strengthen NTLTD from the existing digital library. With the aim of improving NTLTD,
we first survey the user’s behavior on image searching and figure citation by conducting
questionnaires. The target volunteer is college student who is working on the project or thesis. Then,
we analyze and discuss the result to lean the preference. On the other hand, a simple program of
reused image/figure detection is developed to alert the users whether he/she abuses the image when
uploading the thesis through the system. We hope this study can raise lots awareness of importance
of choosing and citing images/figures from platform of NTLTD in Taiwan as well as maintain
academic integrity.
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